5th INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS
“GLOBALISTICS-2017”: GLOBAL ECOLOGY AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
SEPTEMBER 25-30, 2017

INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS
The 5th International Scientific Congress “Globalistics-2017” will be held on September 25-30, 2017 at
the Lomonosov Moscow State University traditionally organizing and hosting the Congresses “Globalistics”
since 2009. In the Year of Ecology proclaimed for 2017 by the Decree of the President of the Russian
Federation Vladimir Putin thus drawing attention to environmental problems and the necessity to maintain the
ecological diversity and to protect the global ecological security, the Congress “Globalistics-2017” will focus
on global ecology and sustainable development.
2017 marks memorable dates for the scientific community in Russia and in the whole world: the
centennial anniversaries of the October Revolution in Russia, of the birth of outstanding scientists - Ilya
Romanovich Prigogine (1917-2003) and Nikita Nikolaevich Moiseyev (1917-2000), as well as the 125th
anniversary of another famous researcher Nikolay Dmitrievich Kondratyev (1892-1938), 160 years of the Great
Russian researcher Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935) and 95 years of the Soviet and Russian
scientist Alexander Alexandrovich Zinovyev (1922-2006).
The International Scientific Congress “Globalistics” is held under the auspices of UNESCO and serves
as the world’s leading scientific platform aiming at the exchange of scientific knowledge & expertise and at the
development of international cooperation in the area of global studies. Together with the Lomonosov Moscow
State University, the Congress is co-organized by the E. M. Primakov National Research Institute of World
Economy and International Relations of the Russian Academy of Sciences and the Moscow State Institute of
International Relations (MGIMO University).
The Congress is organized in cooperation with the Russian Academy of Sciences and the Commission
of the Russian Federation for UNESCO. Its partners also are the International Global Research Academy, the
Russian Ecological Academy, the V. I. Vernadsky Non-Governmental Ecological Foundation, the Russian
Philosophical Society, the International Global Studies Consortium, the International Scientific Community
"Global Studies Conference", the N. D. Kondratyev International Foundation, the Pitirim Sorokin-Nikolay
Kondratyev International Institute, the International public organization "Eurasian Commonwealth" and other
organizations. Among the information partners of the Congress are the Information Center of UN in Moscow,
the journals: "Alma Mater" (Bulletin of Higher Education), "International Affairs", "The Age of Globalization",
"Strategic Priorities", "The Partnership of Civilizations", MSU Vestnik (Scientific Bulletin, Series 27
“Globalistics and Geopolitics”), Internet portal “World Science and Technology” and others.
In the Year of Ecology in the Russian Federation, the Russian Ecological Academy and the Lomonosov
Moscow State University are launching the International Scientific and Educational Project "Think Globally!"
At the first stage, from January to August 2017, a competition among young scientists, students and
postgraduates will be held. The competition will be directed to identify and promote the projects, pilot studies
and ideas of practical application in the field of efficient use of energy and resources, clean industries,
ecological education, awareness and social initiatives. The topics of the competition nominations will be closely
linked to the agenda of the Congress. The participants of the project will make their presentations on the
scientific platforms of the Congress. Their results will be assessed and laureates granted awards at the Congress.
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Co-Chairpersons of the Congress Program Committee:
Academician V. A. Sadovnichy – Rector of the Lomonosov Moscow State University
Academician A. A. Dynkin - President of the Primakov National Research Institute IMEMO
Academician A. V. Torkunov – Rector of the Moscow State Institute of International Relations

SECTIONS OF CONGRESS:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Global ecology
Sustainable development
Global diplomacy and international relations
Modeling and forecasting of global development
Global management and security
Theoretical global studies
Globalization and education
In the framework of the Congress there will be held:
Symposium “Mega-History and Global Evolution”

XII Civilization Forum “The Strategy of the Formation of the Sustainable
Multipolar World Order Based on the Partnership of Civilizations”
Summing up of the results of the Contest “Think Globally!”
and the ceremony of awarding its laureates
X International Conference “N. D. Kondratyev’s Scientific Heritage and
Contemporaneity” and XXV Kondratyev Conference
On the XXV Kondratyev Conference will be nominated the winners of the gold, silver and
bronze Kondratyev medals “For Contribution in Development of Social Sciences” and
commemorative medal for young scholars.
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MEMORABLE EVENTS FORMING THE SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS AGENDA

2017 marks the 100th anniversary of the birth of the outstanding
mathematician of the Russian origin Ilya Romanovich Prigogine
(1917-2003). His name was given to the Institute of Complex
Systems Mathematical Research (IMISS) of the Lomonosov Moscow
State University. The research conducted at the IMISS focuses on the
spectral theory of operators and its application in dynamic systems.
The areas of research include development of mathematical
apparatus for description of complex processes in biology and
medicine; creation of effective technologies for recognition of
images and processes in the management of nonlinear dynamic
systems; cross-disciplinary forecasts of development for Russia and
other countries.
2017 also marks the 100th anniversary of the birth of the prominent
Soviet and Russian scientist in the field of general mechanics and
applied mathematics, alumnus and professor of the Lomonosov
Moscow State University - Nikita Nikolaevich Moiseyev (1917-2000).
His field of study included applied mathematics; computer numerical
methods in the field of theory and methods of calculation for
management systems and trajectories of space objects, theory of
optimal control, modeling of the global phenomena of dynamics of the
biosphere and its stability in case of anthropogenic impacts (in
particular, models of "nuclear winter"); global ecology and global
evolutionism.

2017 is as well the year of the 125th anniversary of the birth of
the outstanding representative of the Russian school of economic
thought at the end of 19th and early 20th centuries, the world famous,
great Russian scientist Nikolay Dmitriyevich Kondratyev (18921938). His scientific works reflected the results of researches in the
following areas: laws and regularities of statistics, cyclic dynamics
and socio-genetics; study of "big economic cycles”, or long waves in
business environment (subsequently, called “Kondratyev cycles”);
theory of anticipation (forecasting), issues of economic planning;
economic environment, agrarian problems, history of social
development doctrines; general systems theory and sociology.
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This year we are celebrating the 95th anniversary of the birth of
Alexander Alexandrovich Zinovyev (1922-2006), graduate and
professor of the Lomonosov Moscow State University. The sphere of
his scientific interests were multi-valued and non-classical logics,
logical physics and the analysis of the language and sociology, studies
of the social structures and processes, of problem of globalization. In
his works he analyzed various aspects of the economic globalization.
He is well known as the novelist and as a founder of a new genre –
sociological novel.

2017 marks 160 years since the birth of the eminent Russian scientist
and thinker Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935), a
representative of the Russian cosmism and founder of Russian
cosmonautics, talented inventor and engineer, the author of more than
600 scientific works. He elaborated problems of aeronautics and
cosmonautics and proved the necessity of the creation of the orbital
stations and outer space exploration. He performed the calculation of
the all-metal airship and aircraft, analyzed the structure of living
organisms depending on their size and gravity. He developed the first
aerodynamics laboratory in Russia and built the first Russian wind
tunnel.

These remarkable researchers came to an extremely important conclusion that remains relevant today:
the prospects for solution of global issues, finding a model of sustainable development, ability to live
in harmony with nature – they all considerably depend not only on the collective consciousness of
society, but also on the self-consciousness of each individual taken separately. A key to success here is
to form a world outlook concept founded on achievements of globalistics as an interdisciplinary sphere
of scientific knowledge. Ability to predict results of the acts, eminence of internal culture, selfperception as a part of fragile global system – all these are important qualities which humans must
acquire in their efforts to create a progressive society.
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DRAFT PROGRAM
OF THEINTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS “GLOBALISTICS-2017” ON:
GLOBAL ECOLOGY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
September 25-30, 2017
Lomonosov Moscow State University
September 24- 25
Arrival and accommodation of participants
September 25
16.00-17.00

Registration

17.00-20.00

Solemn Opening Session of the Congress

10.00-13.00
13.00-14.00
14.00-15.30
15.30-16.00
16.00-18.00

10.00-13.00
13.00-14.00
14.00-15.30
15.30-16.00
16.00-18.00

Foyer, Plenary Hall, Intellectual Center
and Fundamental Library (ICFL) of
the Lomonosov Moscow State
University, ground floor.
Plenary Hall ICFL, ground floor

September 26
Plenary Session of the Congress
Plenary Hall ICFL, ground floor.
Lunch
Congress’ Panels
Transformable Hall ICFL, ground
floor and other auditoria.
Coffee-break
Congress’ Panels
Transformable Hall ICFL, ground
floor and other auditoria.
September 27
Plenary Session of the Congress
Transformable Hall ICFL, ground
floor and other auditoria.
Lunch
Congress’ Panels
Transformable Hall ICFL, ground
floor and other auditoria.
Coffee-break
Congress’ Panels
Transformable Hall ICFL, ground
floor and other auditoria.
September 28

12.00-14.00

Organisational arangements

14.00-15.00
16.00-19.00

Lunch
Solemn Closing Session of the Congress

Transformable Hall ICFL, ground
floor.
MSU Cultural Center Concert Hall,
Historical Building, ground floor

September 29
Excursion program for participants from other cities and countries
September 30
Departure of participants
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GUIDELINES FOR PARTICIPATION AND ABSTRACT SUBMISSION
1. Russian and foreign scientists, scholars, researchers, teachers, undergraduate and
postgraduate students whose area of scientific interests involves the research of
global problems, including global ecology and sustainable development, are
invited to participate in the Congress.
2. The participation in the Congress is free of charge and does not require any
participation fee.
3. Participants submit their applications and abstracts by the form approved by the
Organizing committee on the http://lomonosov-msu.ru/eng/event/4050/, or to the
Organizing Committee on: congress2017@fgp.msu.ru
4. All abstracts will be published in the electronic book and will be placed in the
Scientific Electronic Library eLIBRARY and Russian Science Citation Index
database.

Contact Details of the Organizing Committee:
Mailing Address:
Faculty of GlobalProcesses of the Lomonosov Moscow State University,
1st Humanitarian Faculties Building, office 1163,
Lomonosov Moscow State University,
Leninskie Gory, 1, S Building 51,
119991, GSP-1, Moscow, Russia
Phone: +7 (495) 939-47-13, +7 (495) 939-41-81,
Phone/Fax: +7 (495) 939-43-23
E-mail: congress2017@fgp.msu.ru
Web-site: http://www.fgp.msu.ru, http://globalstudies.top
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THE CONGRESS GOES UNDER THE AEGIS OF THE UNESCO

ORGANIZERS:

CO-ORGANIZERS:

OUR PARTNERS:
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LIST OF MAIN ORGANIZERS AND PARTNERS OF THE CONGRESS “GLOBALISTICS-2017”


The Lomonosov Moscow State University



E. M. Primakov National Research Institute of World Economy and International Relations of the
Russian Academy of Sciences



Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO University)



The Russian Academy of Sciences



The Commission for UNESCO of the Russian Federation



The International Global Research Academy



The Association of Scientific and Educational Centers of BRICS



The Russian Ecological Academy



The Russian Geographical Society



The Russian Philosophical Society



The Pitirim Sorokin-Nikolay Kondratyev International Institute



The V. I. Vernadsky Non-Governmental Ecological Foundation



The N. D. Kondratyev International Foundation



The International Public Organization "Eurasian Commonwealth"



The Information Center of the United Nations, Moscow



The "Alma Mater" Journal (Bulletin of Higher Education)



The "International Affairs" Journal



"The Age of Globalization" Journal



The "Strategic Priorities" Journal



The "Partnership of Civilizations" Journal



Vestnik Moskovskogo Universiteta. Series XXVII. Global Studies and Geopolitics Scientific Journal



“Science and Technology” Internet Portal (http://www.strf.ru)
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